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Chaos in coplanar classical collisions with particles interacting throughr 22 forces
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The scattering among three particles interacting through 1/r 2 forces, with opposite charges and widely
different masses, is studied in a coplanar geometry. The present work shows that at low impact velocities the
output of the collision presents typical characteristics of chaos. The details of the process are investigated.
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Starting from the works of Gaspard and Rice@1#, chaotic
scattering was found to be ubiquitous. A large amount
work has been done on potential scattering~i.e., scattering of
an elementary particle on fixed potential centers! @2–5#, but
also the scattering among at least three interacting bodies
received great attention~see the work of Petit and He´non on
the scattering between a planet and two satellites@6# or the
system helium nucleus plus two electrons@7#!. A mono-
graphic issue about this subject has been published in@8#.

In all these studies the projectile and a target prese
their internal structure during the collision, but one can a
lyze also reactive collisions. Kova´cs and Wiesenfeld@9#
studied, in a collinear geometry, the scattering between
atom and a diatomic molecule:A1BC↔ABC↔AB1C.
More recently, we studied the chaotic behavior in the re
tion between a hydrogen atom~proton plus electron! and a
projectile proton interacting through Coulomb forces@10#.
We analyzed the full three-dimensional problem at very l
impact energies. We found that the transition from regula
chaotic scattering appears when impact velocityvp is re-
duced to a value below about 1/10 of the classical elec
velocity ve .

In this paper we present another investigation on the s
subject: We think that it is worth consideration since co
sions with rearrangement between electrically charged
ticles are one current topic in atomic physics, from both
theoretical and the experimental points of view@11#. The
phase space of a system of three particles moving in th
dimensions is too large to be easily handled; limiting to t
dimensions will allow us to do a more detailed and accur
study. We will address the following topics.~a! Do features
of chaotic scattering appear in two-dimensional collision
~b! If so, do they appear in the form of a sharp order-cha
transition or as a smooth transition?~c! Is it possible to de-
tect some traces of irregular behavior also in the heavy
ticles motion, instead of only when looking at the lighte
one? ~d! Finally, an investigation of the dynamics of th
electron during the scattering is done. It gives insight in
how the discontinuities on the output function appear.

*Electronic address: sattin@igi.pd.cnr.it
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The final state of the projectile may be defined throug
set of parameters$Af% ~e.g., the angle of deflection and fina
velocity!, which are functions of the input quantities$Ai%
~e.g., the impact parameter and impact velocity!. When the
set of values$Af% depends sensitively by$Ai%, i.e., a finite
variation of $Af% is caused by an infinitesimal variation o
$Ai%, the system is chaotic.

Usually, one studies the so-calledscattering functions,
which are the output variables as a function of only one in
variable, keeping the other input variables fixed. If a scat
ing function is fractal then the system is chaotic, but t
converse is not necessarily true. In fact, Chenet al. @12#
showed that time-independent Hamiltonian systems w
more than two degrees of freedom can have chaotic sets
nonzero fractal dimension while at the same time the sca
ing functions do not show any fractal property. The scatt
ing function has fractal behavior only if the Hausdorff d
mension Dc of the chaotic invariant set satisfies th
inequality

Dc.2N2~21q!, ~1!

whereN is the number of degrees of freedom andq is the
number of conserved quantities of the system~in our case
N56 andq54). Therefore, a positive answer to the abo
question~a! will give us also a lower bound estimate of th
Hausdorff dimension of the chaotic set of the system.

Our scattering problem has the alternative outcomes

H1H1→H11H ~2!

→e1H11H1 ~3!

→H1H1. ~4!

At the end of the collision the electron may be captured
the projectile nucleus~charge transfer!, it may be ionized
~ionization!, or it may remain bound to the target~excitation
of the target!. The values of the masses and charges
mH151836,me[1836, andQe52QH1521 ~atomic units
will be used throughout this paper!.

In our geometry the scattering plane is the plane (x,y).
The target proton is initially fixed at the originr t5(0,0) and
at rest vt5(0,0). The position of the electron isre
1246 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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5(r ecosu1vet, r esinu1vet), wherer e is the radius,u is the
initial phase, andve5ve /r e is the angular velocity. Bothve
and r e are equal to 1 in our units. The projectile proton
prepared with velocityvp in the positive direction of they
axis and at the positionr p5(b,2a), whereb is the impact
parameter anda.0 must be chosen so large that the tar
and the projectile may be considered initially as nonintera
ing. In these simulationsa.10 was found to be a goo
choice.

The total energy of the system is given by

E5
1

2
mH1v t

21
1

2
mH1vp

21
1

2
meve

2

1
1

ur t2r pu
2

1

ur t2reu
2

1

ur p2reu
. ~5!

The classical equations of motion are numerically integra
by using a variable-order variable-step Adams algorit
~routineNAG D02CJF!.

Note that the choice of the outcome is done on the b
of the energy of the electron with respect to the two bod
An algorithm to identify all the possible outcomes is given
Ref. @13#. In particular, in our system three parameters
main free:u, vp , andb. Numerical simulations have bee
carried out varying all of them. The output variables$Af%
defined above reduce to just one element: the final stat

FIG. 1. Scattering function versus impact parameterb. C de-
notes electron capture,I ionization,E electronic excitation, andF
undetermined. Herev50.10 andu55.825 12 rad. From top to bot
tom successive enlargements are shown with respect tob. The
number of runs is about 500 for each plot.
t
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the electron. It is a discrete function of its energy. Discr
variables are usually not employed in these studies but
not a novelty: Bleheret al. @14# have already investigated
chaotic system with a finite number of possible outcome

In Figs. 1 and 2 some consecutive blowups of the scat
ing function are presented as a function ofb, for two differ-
ent choices ofvp and u. There are regions where the ou
come is a regular function ofb, alternated with other region
where an irregular behavior appears. One recognizes a
of self-similarity, the same pattern repeating at smaller a
smaller scales. This is the distinctive aspect of fractal beh
ior. The same results appear varyingu, with vp andb fixed.

A clear picture is obtained by studying the scatteri
function versus the proton velocityvp . In Fig. 3 this is
shown for one couple of values (b,u). The great degree o
irregularity at smallvp’s is visible. For highervp’s the zones
where the electron is captured and those where it rem
close to the target proton are more clear-cut. Ionization is
far the least probable process. One may judge that the or
chaos transition does appear quite smooth and the scatt
at v.0.2,0.3 is not yet entirely regular.

In order to quantify the amount of chaos one can comp
the fractal dimension of the scattering function. Given a r
erence trajectory with initial impact parameterb, we slightly
modify the impact parameter tob1e and make another run
The results of the two runs are compared. The starting
jectory is said to be uncertain if the two final states are d
ferent. The fractionf (e) of uncertain trajectories as a func
tion of the parametere scales as

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1, but nowv50.120 andu50.252 62 rad.
The number of runs is about 500 for each plot.
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f ~e!;e12d, for e→0, ~6!

whered is the capacity dimension@3#. In Fig. 4 we plot the
capacity dimensiond as a function ofvp . There is a regular
decrease ofd for vp,0.3 and thend is nearly constant bu
positive.

FIG. 3. Scattering function versus impact velocityv. b
50.2893 andu55.825 12 rad. The number of runs is about 400
each plot.

FIG. 4. Capacity dimensiond versus impact velocityv. Statis-
tical errors are shown.
One of the main purposes of this work is to analyze
detail the behavior of the electron in correspondence wit
singularity of the scattering function. In Fig. 5 the traject
ries of the particles are shown for two almost identical ru
differing only by a very small value of the impact paramet
We see that initially the electron trajectories in the two ca
nearly overlap. The two paths begin to differ when the nuc
reach the point of closest approach. The potential exp
enced by the electron may be sketched as two wells loc
around the nuclei divided by a symmetrical ridge. Obvious
the location of the ridge dynamically evolves in time as t
nuclei move. The electron initially lies in one of the tw
potential wells and it is able to escape to the other well o
if at some time during the collision it passes near the rid
with enough velocity to cross it. Note that we are referring
the component of the velocity orthogonal to the poten
ridge. Once the electron has fallen into the other poten
well it is very unlikely that it can cross the ridge the oppos
way and return to the former nucleus. Two electrons diff
ing by an infinitesimal value of the velocity,u andu1e, will
undergo entirely different fates providedu1e is not enough
to cross the potential barrier whileu is.

r

FIG. 5. The upper panel shows trajectories of the particles in
interaction region.v50.10, u55.825 12 rad, andb52.345. The
dashed line is the trajectory of the heavy projectile. The dotted
is the electron trajectory. The initial position of the electron is clo
to (0,0). The trajectory of the target nucleus is not shown since
always close to the origin (0,0). The lower panel shows the sa
process, but now withb52.350.
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It is interesting to note that chaotic features appear only
singularities of the scattering function: An analysis of t
delay time~the time needed by the electron to quit the int
action region! reveals that it is not a sensitive function of th
scattering. This is related to the fact that the electron d
closely follow one of the nuclei and the trajectories of t
heavy particles are always regular: No complicated patte
appear from a study of their behavior.

In summary, a study of the two-dimensional low-ener
scattering between charged particles has been carried
Simulations have been done using a larger number of r
than in our previous paper@10# thereby diminishing statisti-
cal errors. The results confirm the findings of Ref.@10# that
the scattering becomes irregular when the energy is
enough. Insight as to why chaos appears has been give
looking at the detailed trajectories of the electron. Abru
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discontinuities in the output function are correlated with t
structure of the potential experienced by the electron.

It is useful to discuss the validity of the model used.
very small impact velocities, it is not entirely justified to tre
the heavy particles as classical objects and even less s
the light particle. The processes~2!–~4! should be studied
within the framework of quantum mechanics. However,~i!
one may imagine applying the same apparatus not to
ground state but to a Rydberg state, where using the clas
mechanics is justified, and~ii ! the use of classical or sem
classical models has recently been extended with satisfac
results in realms thought previously to be amenable only
quantum treatment; see, for example, the classical des
tion of the helium atom@15# or the treatment of the hydroge
ionization by electron scattering at energies near thresh
@16#. In that work, furthermore, the evidence for chaos w
found, reminiscent of the results shown in this paper.
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